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Dialog Semiconductor offers models to design and simulate AC/DC offline converters prior to prototyping. 
These models use NL5 simulation software from Sidelinesoft, LLC., to enable analog components and digital 
DLL files to be combined and simulated together for more accurate results.

This quick start guide provides quick steps to get the program running, load a model and add/remove/modify 
components around the main model.

Step 1: Download NL Software from http://nl5.sidelinesoft.com

Step 2: Login or Sign-up for access to Dialog’s customer support site at https://support.dialog-semiconductor.com

Step 3: Find and download models under the “Simulation Tools” tab for each product.

Dialog Semiconductor’s Customer Support Site

Step 4:  Launch NL5

Quick Start Guide
Simulating AC/DC Controllers with NL5 Simulation Software

http://nl5.sidelinesoft.com
https://support.dialog-semiconductor.com/
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1. NL5 Main Navigation Menu 

NL5 contains five sets of quick access buttons on the main tool bar, which is where most of the work will be 
done when drawing schematics and simulating. The first button on each set of tools opens its corresponding 
window in the software and enables the features associated with that set of tools.  

2. Schematic

Place a component by double-clicking on a component shown on the toolbar or by browsing for a component 
in a local folder.  
 

Once placed, double-clicking on the component value 
allows you to modify it. For a 10kW resistor value, the 
software will recognize the value written in the following 
ways: 10000; 10e3; 1e4; 10k. Likewise for capacitors 
and inductors, values can be written at 10e-6 or 10u 
and the software correctly places the desired value. 

NL5 allows the user to establish an Initial Condition 
(IC) for some components, which expedites simulation 
results.  For example, a capacitor that needs to slowly 
charge up to a specific threshold voltage can be given 
a voltage value as an initial condition.  This helps 
reduce the simulation time that would normally occur 
waiting for that capacitor to reach this initial condition.  
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2.1. Modifying Discrete Component Values/Labels

Components are labeled automatically, but using the “Schematic Tools” button, the schematic can be cleaned 
up and re-numbered automatically once all components have been placed. 
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2.2. Drawing wires
Using either the vertical tool bar on the right and selecting the drawing button, or by positioning the red arrow 
over the point where you want to begin the drawing, press the space bar and then use the arrow keys to draw 
a wire. When finished, either press the space bar or press enter if you want to label that node. Any label can 
then be viewed on the transient screen while running simulations.    

 

 

Voltage and current sources are added and configured similar to passive components. 
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3. Transient Menu

Once the schematic is drawn and all values configured, the transient, or simulation, function can be used. The 
transient window can be opened using the quick-access button.  
 

The transient screen opens up with two work areas, the simulation area and data table.  The table can be 
removed from the visible area via the quick access button on the vertical menu to the right of the screen.  The 
table shows the data points on the transient corresponding to the location of the cursors, along with some 
basic math functions.
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3.1. Basic transient controls

► Run: starts the simulation. 
► Pause: pauses the simulation and allows 
tuthe simulation to continue from that exact 
tupoint in time.
► Continue: continues the simulation from                      
tuthat exact point in time, works with either 
tua paused transient or when the transient 
tureaches the end of the visible screen.
► Stop: stops the simulation completely.

IMPORTANT: At times, you may need to 
stop the simulation momentarily and make 
adjustments to the transient configuration 
and then continue the simulation. You must 
use the PAUSE/CONTINUE buttons to hold 
the simulation at its exact point in time. Once 
you click the STOP button, the simulation 
will restart from time zero.

3.2. Transient configuration
Transient settings must be configured for each simulation in order to obtain relevant data. To obtain 
accurate results, it is important to understand the calculation step in more detail. 

The simulation tool uses finite time steps 
to calculate the instantaneous value 
of the circuit. When doing a full circuit 
simulation, the smaller the calculation 
step, the better the results (although 
smaller calculation steps result in longer 
simulation time and larger data files). For 
longer transients when no switching is 
expected, the calculation step time can 
be increased to expedite the simulation 
time. Then, with the transient paused, 
you can adjust the calculation step to a 
much lower level to continue the transient 
for the detailed analysis.
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EXAMPLE: When simulating the turn-on time of an AC/DC converter (that uses a passive or active start-up 
circuit), nothing will occur inside of the converter until the voltage on the VCC pin reaches a minimum threshold, 
after which the converter begins switching and the output voltage ramps to its nominal value. The time needed 
to charge up the supply voltage from the high voltage rail can take hundreds of milliseconds to seconds 
depending on the size of the start-up resistors. For normal active simulations, the calculation step should 
be 15ns or smaller. For this start-up time period, where the simulation is essentially waiting for a resistor to 
charge up a capacitor, you can increase the simulation step to a much larger value, for example 1ms, allowing 
the simulation to advance much faster. But, to get accurate results, the simulation must be paused and the 
calculation step modified back to the 15ns or better point prior to the rest of the circuit activating. The PAUSE/
CONTINUE buttons are key to this feature and it is important to avoid using the STOP button until you have 
achieved the desired simulation results. 

3.3. Trace Memory Settings
The software stores the data for each trace displayed in the simulation window until the memory allotted for 
the trace has filled, at which point the data set will be truncated by deleting data at the beginning of the trace 
and the user will be notified. To avoid this when running long simulations with multiple traces, configure the 
maximum trace memory to be a relatively high value.
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3.4. Simulation Window. Viewing Simulations 

The traces displayed in the simulation window can be selected via the Transient Data quick-access button.

Voltages, currents, power and other advanced functions can be displayed. 
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The table shows the data from the simulation traces included in the window above.

http://www.dialog-semiconductor.com/standard-terms-and-conditions-of-sale
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